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Preface / Préface
At the meeting of its Executive Bureau in Paris in 2014 the International Comparative Literature Association (ICLA; www.ailc-icla.org) approved the editors’
application for the institution of a research committee on »DreamCultures: The
Cultural and Literary History of the Dream« (www.dreamcultures.org). ICLA
research committees are international research groups whose work is monitored
yearly by the Executive Bureau of the ICLA.
The aim of our research committee is to read literary dreams as part of the
cultural history of the dream: Dream-discourse, dream-practices, dream-art and
dream-literature will be considered as partners in the collaborative project of
coming to terms with the puzzling and often frightening world of the dream›other‹. In case studies of dream-theories, dream-notations and literary dreams
from as many cultures, literatures and time-periods as possible, we will try to
work out the common features and cultural specifications of dream-poetics,
dream-discourses and historical developments in factual and fictional dreamwriting. Other than most research on the subject done up to now, (a) we will not
base our studies upon standard dream-theories of the 20th century (e.g. Freud
and Jung) but will try to read literary dreams as part of the cultural dream-work
in which many disciplines (e.g. mantics/augury, theology, philosophy, medicine,
psychology) and arts collaborate in trying to cope with the ›other‹ of the dream;
(b) we will not restrict ourselves to a specific time, area or culture but try to
compare cultural dream-work in as many cultures and literatures as possible; and
(c) although our focus will be on texts (dream-discourses and dream-literature)
we will also study dream-art in other media in order to sharpen our knowledge
of the specificities of literary representations of dreams.
The first activities of our committee were a workshop on »Writing the
Dream/Écrire le rêve« at the ICLA Congress in Paris in July 2013 and a second,
supplementary workshop in Berlin in March 2015 (for details of the congress
programmes, see our homepage). The present volume is our first publication,
collecting the proceedings of both workshops.
*
The dream is no text and it certainly is no tale. What it really may be, is only
partly known to us – at least, once we are awake and can reflect on its nature.
But as far as we can remember, it is a rather quaint sensual experience – mostly
visual and auditory, sometimes even tactile, olfactory and gustatory. Though it
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has many common features with experiences and mental representations of our
waking life, it will also differ strikingly from them: We will encounter not only
many bizarreries and the suspension of natural and logical laws but also a reality
of a strangely fluid, ever-changing and contradictory nature.
Therefore the task of telling or writing down a dream – or of plausibly inventing a fictional one – is a difficult challenge which will question and strain all
of our accustomed modes of narration. So the presence of existing collective textual patterns and writing practices is a welcome help. Basically there are three
kinds of these:
(1) Cultural patterns are based on the dream-discourse (or dream-discourses) of the respective culture or period, its theory of the dream, its practices
and rituals for dealing with it and, quite often, the textual patterns for its narration. A good example would be the incubation-dream which exists in many cultures.
(2) General textual patterns, which, again, will differ in different cultures and
periods, e.g. general patterns of narration.
(3) Specifically literary patterns (mostly, but by no means only, used in fictional dreams) – like individual and period styles, the rules of different genres,
the general aesthetics and poetics of a period and/or culture, and links with or
divergences from practices in other media. These literary patterns contribute to
the shaping of dream-records and representations – but they can, in turn, also be
influenced and modified by them: As a specifically literary challenge, the dream
may – and indeed will – also become a provocation or even a model for literary
innovations.
A history of dream-writing will have to identify and describe these general
patterns and their historical and individual modifications and reformations. And
it will have to discuss their connection with the specific dream-discourse (in adaptations, critiques, corrections, modifications) to which it is related. Writing
the dream is always part of the general cultural dream-work, the ongoing attempts of all cultures to cultivate the dream in an interplay of ›normalizing‹ it
(i.e. adapt it to the perceptions, mental patterns and world-view of our wakingworld) and of preserving its ›otherness‹.
Though much research has been done on the cultural (and literary) history
of the dream, the sheer quantity of cultures and periods to be considered – greatly surpassing the competence of any single researcher – has as yet prevented the
writing of this history. What we therefore need is a long series of co-ordinated
case studies and cautious attempts at generalisation. This collection of English,
French and German essays (as the start of a planned series of five edited volumes) is a first attempt to fulfil these goals.
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*
Section 1 consists of three essays of general considerations: MANFRED ENGEL
bases his outline of a systematic poetics of factual and fictional dream narration
on the fundamental matrix of all cultural dream work: the dialectical interplay
between devices of familiarization and defamiliarization. Dream-reports are
shaped by a – necessary and unavoidable – drive to normalize the dream by
adapting it to existing cultural and textual patterns; yet there is also a drive to at
least partly preserve its otherness by a poetics of deviation. The resulting dream
texts may range anywhere on a scale between maximal and minimal oneiricity.
The poetics of this interplay between familiarizing and defamiliarizing
tendencies is first discussed systematically, then illustrated historically by discussing well established dream types like the message-dream (Homer, Iliad), the
symbolic dream (Homer, Odyssey), the incubation-dream (Aelius Aristides, Hieroi Lógoi) and the dream-vision (Jean Paul, Rede des toten Christus)
In a final section, Engel describes two advanced modes of defamiliarization
which no longer try to mimic real (memorized) dreams but to simulate qualities
of the dream-experience by specifically poetic means: (a) secondary oneiricity,
which will borrow motifs from the fairy-tale, myth, fantastic literature, allegory,
satire, etc. (Jean Paul’s Rede and Heine’s Harzreise); and (b) poetic creations of a
dream space (especially) in Modernism (Georg Trakl, Traum und Umnachtung).
BERNARD DIETERLE’s »Rêve, sciences du rêve et poésie lyrique« discusses
the specific problems of writing dreams in lyric poetry. The formal restraints of
the genre and the intense literaricity of its highly elaborated language seem to be
less open to the bizarreries and the fluidity of the dream than the much more
open and flexible genre of narration, and therefore seem to prevent or at least
impede ›authentic‹ representations of dreams. When (especially) in the 20th century many authors and artists started to publish personal dream-reports as literary works with an aesthetic value of their own, they would, however, also use the
lyric genre as the traditional medium for intimate confessions. Dieterle’s chief
example for this convergence of factual and literary (lyrical) dreams are the
dream-poems of the German poet Wolfgang Bächler (1925–2007), particularly
the opening poem of Nachtleben (1982). It is shown that lyric poetry can achieve
oneiricity by its licence for ruptures and its intensive metaphoricity.
RITCHIE ROBERTSON’s paper on »Dreams as Literature: Heine, Dora,
Freud« draws a clear line between actual dreams and their narrated versions. As
both factual and fictional dream-reports are inevitably based on cultural (and
textual) patterns and are both written down by a (waking) author they can be
treated just like any other text – and are therefore open to the hermeneutical approach of a professional literary critic instead of belonging merely to the specialist domain of psychology or psychoanalysis. Robertson demonstrates this hermeneutical approach in analyses of the first dream in Heinrich Heine’s Harzreise
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(1826) and of Dora’s second dream in Sigmund Freud’s Bruchstücke einer Hysterie-Analyse (1905).
Section 2 deals with historical case studies. In tradition-oriented – i.e. premodern – cultures the cultural and textual patterns for dream-writing are comparatively stable and dominant and exceptions to their rules are very rare. This is
shown quite clearly in JÖRG LANCKAU’s study of »Dreams and Dream Narratives in the Hebrew Bible (Tanakh)«. Lanckau provides us with a comprehensive
account of ancient Jewish dream knowledge and of the patterns of dream-writing
in the Hebrew Bible. Both of them are clearly related to the comprehensive ancient Near Eastern dream-culture which also included Babylonian, Assyrian,
Hittite, Sumerian, Akkadian and Egyptian traditions and would deeply influence
ancient Greece and Rome – and with them the dream-writing in all cultures of
the European languages. The two main dream-types of the Tanakh are the message-dream (›extra-relational speech-dream‹) and the symbolic dream (›intrarelational image dream‹). That even these rather stereotypical forms can be used
in a fairly elaborate way is shown by an analysis of the Joseph story.
GERHARD LANGER’s »›Wer mit seiner Schwester im Traum schläft, hoffe
auf Weisheit‹: Das talmudische ›Traumbuch‹ in Berakhot« shows the further development of Jewish dream knowledge in the book Berakhot from the Babylonian Talmud (a compendium of Rabbinic theology which was compiled in the
post-Second Temple period, i.e. after the destruction of the Jerusalem temple by
the Romans in the year 70). Berakhot is the first book in Seder Zeraim, the first
part of the Mishnah (redacted in the late 2nd century) which, in turn, is the oldest part of the Babylonian Talmud. But Langer’s essay does not only show the
specific hermeneutics of rabbinic dream-interpretation but also illustrates a
widely spread cultural pattern of dream-writing which is closely associated with
the oneirocriticism of dream-books: To decipher dreams they have to be
stripped of all details (and of all dream-typical metamorphoses and confusions)
to reduce them to their core symbol. Then they can be interpreted according to
the formula: ›He who sees/does x in his dream, shall hope for y‹. This reductive
version of dream-writing might be called the ›simple form‹ – so to speak: the
shorthand – of a dream-report. The story of Rabbi Bar Hedja, however, shows
that even simple forms like these can be used for literary expansion (as in the Joseph story of the Bible) – here to the form of a satirical narrative.
Another region of the Near Eastern dream-culture is explored in ANGELIKA
BRODERSEN’s »Die Grenzen überschreiten: Realitätsebenen in arabisch-islamischen Traumberichten«. Brodersen discusses Arab-Islamic dream-discourse
and dream-reports between the 7th and the 14th centuries. Again, there is a specific hermeneutics and there are specific explanations for the origin of meaningful (›supernatural‹) dreams – in the Arab-Islamic tradition dreams can allow for
communications between the living and the dead or open up the way to an intermediary realm (barzaḫ) between the physical and the spiritual world. But in
spite of these specifics of the (regional and historical) dream-discourse we can
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observe variations of writing patterns which we already know from other cultural contexts, e.g. the message-dream (here in the form of a dialogue between a living and a dead person), or the otherworldly dream-journey as a special type of
the dream-vision. A new dream-pattern is that of the double-dream (two persons
independently having the same dream) which may (›naturally‹) prove the deep
bond between lovers or (›supernaturally‹) testify to the truth-value of the dream.
Dream-discourse, dream-reports and dream-literature of the ancient Near
East and of European-language countries are linked by many cultural ties. Yet
there are astonishing similarities between even the most different and distant
cultural realms. It seems that some of the most basic tenets in the dreamdiscourse – as possible answers to the cultural problems of the dream – were invented independently at different places and times and in different cultures in
very similar ways. ZHANG LONGXI’s contribution on »Dream in Chinese Literature: From a Cross-Cultural Perspective« analyses a striking example of these
trans-cultural commonalities. The ›life is but a dream‹ formula is a reaction to
the dilemma of ontological uncertainty which the dream will often cause. This
dilemma can be conceptualized in Christian or Hindu/Buddhist contexts but also in philosophical/epistemological ones. Zhang’s prime Chinese example is the
famous butterfly-dream of the Taoist philosopher Zhuangzi (4th century BC).
Literary implementations of this formula will lead to the depiction of alternative
modes of existence in dreams which often end in a disillusioned awakening,
questioning the value of the material world. Zhang illustrates this literary pattern
– for which the best known Western example is certainly Calderón’s La vida es
sueño (1636) – with plays by the dramatist Tang Xianzu (1550–1616) and with
the most famous of all classical Chinese novels: The Dream of the Red Chamber
(18th century).
In »Dantes Poetik des Traums« KARLHEINZ STIERLE offers a study of two
famous usages of the dream in the works of Dante Alighieri (c. 1261–1325). In
the Vita nova (1295) it is utilized as a personal foundation myth for Dante’s vocation as a poet, thus linking dream and imagination/poetry. In the Commedia
(c. 1307–1320) dreams are used while crossing the Purgatorio, an intermediate
realm between Inferno and Paradise – just as sleep/dream can, in a variation of
the life=dream formula, be considered as an intermediate realm between sensual
and spiritual life. Dante’s dreams follow the tradition of supernatural, symbolic
dreams with limited oneiricity, but are more strongly personalized (Vita nova),
emotionalized, and carefully adjusted to the specific mental state of the dreamer
(Commedia). Though largely relying on the tradition of symbolic/allegorical
dreams and that of the dream-vision, Dante achieves a hitherto unknown psychologization of the supernatural dream.
In »Traumgeschehen in Jean de la Fontaines Fabeln« BERNARD DIETERLE
analyzes the difficult mediation between the representation of dreams and the
genre of the (verse-)fable in the work of the French poet Jean de la Fontaine
(1621–1695). The highly formalized genre leaves hardly any room for oneiricity,
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its moralistic-didactic function affiliates the dream with the concepts of lie, deception, self-delusion – and fiction. Within these limits, however, La Fontaine
manages to create concise and witty dreams and daydreams.
In the Western history of the dream, the Enlightenment represents perhaps
the most important watershed in the cultural and literary history of the dream:
As the belief in supernatural dreams was denounced as superstitious, theoreticians and poets started to focus on the hitherto neglected natural dreams and
their psychological meaning. As a consequence, the oneiric plausibility of factual
and fictional dream-reports became a relevant issue for the first time. Soon afterwards, however, Romantic scientists sought new ways to restore the former
cognitive value of dreams by developing new ›natural‹ explanations for the possibility of gaining trans-individual knowledge in dreaming, and Romantic authors
(for whom dream, fairy-tale, myth, and poetry were closely related) attempted
to reconcile the oneiricity of natural dreams with the deeper, even divinatory
meaning of the old supernatural ones.
In »Träume in Jean Pauls Roman Der Komet (1820/22)« MONIKA
SCHMITZ-EMANS investigates the contribution of the German poet Jean Paul
(1763–1825) to this Romantic project. Jean Paul was well versed in the dreamdiscourse of his age, even actively contributing to it with several essays, and he
included many factual dream-reports in his diaries and cultivated the art of lucid
dreaming avant la lettre. His literary dreams combine the old tradition of the
dream-vision – Schmitz-Emans’ example is the cosmic dream-journey Traum
über das All (Dream About the Universe) in his last novel Der Komet (The
Comet, 1820–22) – with both the author’s knowledge of true oneiricity and the
meta-reflexive element of his equation of dream and (natural) poetry. For him
the dream was »unwillkürliche Dichtkunst« (non-intended poetic art); literary
dreams, however, are intended works of art, ›Kunstpoesie‹ not merely ›Naturpoesie‹. So the literary dream is the ›potentized‹ actual dream, a work of the imagination but full of meaning and poetic truth.
A second example of the Romantic fusion between higher meaning, oneiricity and psychological foundation is presented by MARIE GUTHMÜLLER in her
»Alessandro Manzoni, I promessi sposi (1827): Le rêve de Don Rodrigo entre
symptomatologie et prophétie«. The (plausibly oneiric) dream of the villain Rodrigo in Manzoni’s novel I promessi sposi (The Betrothed) does not only have a
physiological signification – signalling the outbreak of an infection with the
plague – but also a prophetic and even a psychological one, thus combining the
traditions of natural and supernatural dreams.
MANFRED ENGEL traces the development of factual dream-writing in the
Enlightenment, Realism and Modernism. In his »Traumnotate in DichterTagebüchern« he concentrates on dream-reports in the diaries of three poets:
Ulrich Bräker (1735–1798) not only demonstrates the gradual naturalization of
the dream in the Enlightenment but also its increasing affiliation with poetry;
Gottfried Keller (1819–1890) turns his dream-reports into writing exercises for
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his beginning literary career; whereas Arthur Schnitzler (1862–1931) uses his
dreams as empirical data for the development of a (non-Freudian) theory of the
dream and its creation of symbols. Comparing the literaricized dream-report
with the empirical one shows the workings of two different concepts of factual
dream-notation: whereas the latter tries to remain faithful to the memorized
dream, the former strives for the creation of a plausible dream-experience for the
reader.
FRANZ HINTEREDER-EMDE’s »Literary Dreams in the Works of Natsume
Sōseki at the Threshold of Japanese Modernity« analyzes the intercultural encounter between Eastern and Western concepts in Japanese writer Natsume
Sōseki’s (1867–1902) novels I Am a Cat (1905/6) and The Three-Cornered World
(1906) and, especially, his Ten Nights of Dream (1908), a collection of short
dream-narratives which often acquire the poetic density of prose poems. For
Sōseki, dreams are the ideal medium to explore and express the unfathomable
inner life of the non-rational individual self which he had first encountered in
Western literature and art. In a rich interplay of Eastern and Western traditions –
the latter including Shakespeare, Keats, Swinburne, Pre-Raphaelite art and Max
Klinger – Sōseki creates a literary dream-space to suggest état d’âmes, ›moods‹, in
a Symbolist way.
No literary movement has relied more heavily on inspiration from dreams
than French Surrealism. In »Surrealistische Traumtexte zwischen Protokoll und
Prosagedicht am Beispiel Paul Éluards«, SUSANNE GOUMEGOU examines the relation between factual dream-reports and their literarization into prose-poems in
Paul Éluard’s (1895–1952) Les dessous d’une vie (1926). Surrealist factual dreamreports are context-less prosaic records striving to be as true to the memorized
dream as possible and to minimize interventions by the writing (waking) ego in
order to observe the workings of the unconscious, the ›psychic automatism‹, in
an as unadulterated way as possible. In Les dessous d’une vie Éluard combines
dream-reports like these with highly poeticized prose-poems which, like Sōseki’s
texts, do not try to mimic factual dreams but create a dream-space by poetic
means.
In »Shaping the World – Dreams, Dreaming, and Dream-Worlds in Comics« Juliane Blank studies the development of the pop-cultural dream-discourse
in Winsor McCay’s (1869–1934) pioneer works Dream of the Rarebit Fiend
(1904–1911) and Little Nemo (1905–1911) and in Neil Gaiman’s (*1960) et al.
The Sandman (1989–1996). In his attempt to stretch the new medium’s boundaries to the limit by going beyond realism without losing contact with the reader’s
everyday world (and everyday-world concepts of the dream) McCay invented
iconic patterns and techniques for the representation of dreams in comics.
Eighty years later Neil Gaiman elaborated these patterns in a more sophisticated
– one might say: post-modernist – vein, linking them with knowledge from the
current dream-discourse and with mythological, inter-literary and inter-comic al-
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lusions. So the essay demonstrates in nuce the establishment and development of
an artistic pattern for dream-representation in a new medium.
In »Dream Notes: Psychoanalytic Notation Techniques in the Work of
Heinar Kipphardt (1922–1982)« YVONNE WÜBBEN explores the techniques of
dream-notation in Kipphardt’s Traumprotokolle (Dream Notes, 1982), a collection of factual dream-reports, and compares it with his use of dreams in the
semi-fictional documentary novel März (1972). Kipphardt adapts the notationpattern of empirical psychology for his dreams, without, however, being interested in individual psychology. Instead, he utilizes fictional dreams for his documentary intentions: Both in März and in his Dream Notes dreams testify to the
social and political reality of their times, and are re-ordered and often re-worked
to bring out their socio-critical historiographical meaning more clearly.
Hybrids between indigenous traditions and contemporary dream theories
form a special field of dream-writing in post-colonial contemporary literature. In
»L’invention du rêve ou l’autre scène du récit africain« TUMBA SHANGO LOKOHO discusses literary dreams in three contemporary French-African novels: Williams Sassine’s (1944–1997) Le jeune homme de sable (1979), M.A. Fantouré’s
(*1938) Le cercle des Tropiques (1974) and Ahmadou Hampâté Bâ’s (1901–1991)
L’étrange destin de Wangrin (1973). Shango Lokoho’s narratological interpretation shows the literary integration of the dream in these three novels both as
narrative insert and metalepsis and its function in the composition of the complete text.
A second example is discussed in Rose Hsiu-li Juan’s »Weaving the Dream,
Weaving the World« where she analyzes the ethnopoetics of the dream in Greg
Sarris’s (*1952) biography Mabel McKay [1907–1993]: Weaving the Dream
(1994). Its hero, a member of the Pomo (an indigenous people of Northern California), was a shaman-like healer and basket-weaver who was inspired by dreams,
in which she received messages and directions by ›Spirit‹. Sarris’s biography is, in
part, also an autobiography: To solve his difficulties in telling a life-story that defies traditional »white way« patterns of biographical writing, Sarris combines the
story of McKay’s life with the story of his own difficulties in narrating it, thus
intertwining modern ›Western‹ and traditional indigenous views of the dream.
Empirical dream-research started in the second half of the 19th century and
was taken up again in post-psychoanalytic 20th century empirical dreampsychology. One of its most important contributions to the writing of the
dream is the establishment of notation rules for the recording of factual dreams.
Current state-of-the-art rules for dream-records and their problems are presented in Michael Schredl’s »Traumberichte als Gegenstand psychologischer Forschung«. To capture the actual dream-experience more exactly, dreamers are today often asked to rate certain aspects of it on a given scale (e.g. positive/negative emotions, number of bizarreries in a dream). Even so, however, the
authenticity of dream-reports will remain problematic; they are, for instance, influenced by the method by which they are collected (questionnaire, interview,
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dream-diary, wakings in a sleep-laboratory), or by the dream-theories of dreamers (or their therapists).
*
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